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Abstract – Recent success in the synthesis of the two-dimensional borophene on silver substrates has attracted strong interest in exploring its extraordinary properties for potential technological applications. The single-layer borophene has a buckled structure with atomic ridges. By using the first-principles density functional theory calculations, we show that the two-dimensional borophene is highly stretchable with strong anisotropy. The strain-to-failure in the direction along the atomic ridges is nearly twice as large as that across the atomic ridges. The straining-induced flattening and the subsequent stretch of the flat borophene are accounted for the large strain-to-failure for tension along the atomic ridges. We also investigated the mechanics of monolayer borophene under biaxial tension and we found that the biaxial tension increases the strength across the atomic ridges but decreases the failure strain along the atomic ridges. Furthermore, when the bilayer borophene is stretched along the cross-plane direction, the strength and failure strain of the bilayer borophene are much higher than those of the bilayer graphene due to the very strong inter-layer chemical bonding.
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Since the successful synthesis of the single-layer hexagonal boron-nitride (h-BN) [1,2], the community of two-dimensional materials has been curious about the possibility of making monolayer and few-layer borophene polymorphs [3–5]. Boron resides on the left side of carbon in the periodic table while having valence orbitals similar to carbon, making it possible to form new two-dimensional (2-D) structures to extend the family of 2-D materials [6–8]. However, boron cannot form a stable 2-D hexagonal honeycomb structure like graphene [9–11]. For example, the 2-D B₃₆ cluster with a central hexagonal hole has been synthesized [9]. More flexible 2-D boron clusters, such as the B₃₅ cluster with a double-hexagonal vacancy [12], and B₃₀ clusters [13] have also been predicted by first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations. As for 2-D boron sheets (borophene), the first-principles calculations predict the structure to be stable with hexagonal vacancies [7] on metal surfaces [5]. It was until very recently that different borophene structures have been synthesized on silver substrates, with either hexagonal hole [14] or atomic ridges recently observed using a scanning tunnelling microscope [15]. It is of great interest to examine the unconventional physical properties of borophene that might be originated from its 2-D nature. For example, 2-D borophene shows metallic behaviour [15] even though the three-dimensional boron is nonmetallic and semiconductive. Because the borophene is both metallic [16] and atomically thin, it holds great promises for potential applications ranging from electronics [17] to photovoltaics. Recently, the mechanical property and the negative Poisson ratio of monolayer borophene have also attracted much interest [18], the mechanical properties of the bilayer borophene, however, have not been studied yet.

In this work, we perform a systematic investigation on the mechanical properties of the monolayer borophene synthesized by Mannix et al. [15] as well as its corresponding bilayer counterpart [19], including Young’s modulus, the Poisson ratio, the strength and mechanical stability under strain.

First-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations for the mechanical properties of borophene were performed using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code [20,21]. The projector augmented-wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [22,23] and the generalized
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gradient approximation (GGA) of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [24,25] are used. A plane-wave basis set with a kinetic-energy cut-off of 400 eV and a Monkhorst-Pack [26] \(k\)-point mesh of \(31 \times 31 \times 1\) are used for the static electronic structure calculations. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the two in-plane directions for all the calculations conducted here. All structures are relaxed using a conjugate gradient algorithm until the atomic forces are converged to 0.01 eV/Å. To eliminate the interactions between periodic images of boron atoms, a vacuum space of 20 Å was used both in monolayer and bilayer borophene calculations.

As illustrated in fig. 1(a) and (b) the monolayer borophene has a buckled structure with parallel atomic ridges along the \(x\)-axis. For convenience, the two-dimensional primitive cell is specified using two lattice vectors \(\mathbf{a}_1\) and \(\mathbf{a}_2\) as shown in fig. 1(b). Mechanical loading is applied along two different directions in the \(x-y\) plane, I) in the direction \(\mathbf{a} = (1,0)\) along the \(x\)-axis in the Cartesian coordinate, and II) in the direction \(\mathbf{a} = (1,2)\) along the \(y\)-axis in the Cartesian coordinates. Included in fig. 1(b) are the equilibrium lattice constants (conventional unit cell indicated by blue box) obtained by DFT calculations, 4.85 Å by 2.87 Å, which agree well with the experimental measurement of 5.10 Å by 2.9 Å in the \(x\) and \(y\)-direction, respectively [15]. To obtain the in-plane stress of monolayer borophene with the physical unit comparable to three-dimensional stress in pascals (Pa), a nominal thickness of 4.8 Å is assumed here, which equals the inter-layer distance obtained by relaxing the AA-stacked borophene monolayers. We first show the engineering stress-strain curves for the samples subjected to uniaxial tension along the \(x\)- and \(y\)-directions (fig. 1(c)). Similar to the mechanical properties of h-BN [27], we find that the strength and the failure strain in the monolayer borophene are strongly anisotropic. When the tension is applied in the \(x\)-direction, the monolayer borophene shows both higher strength and failure strain than those in the \(y\)-direction. There exist two stress peaks in the stress-strain curves along the \(x\)-direction compared with that in the \(y\)-direction: the first peak occurs at a strain of 10% and the second one appears at a strain of 45%. The change of atomic layer height is also anisotropic when strains are imposed in the \(x\)- and \(y\)-directions shown in fig. 1(d). When strains are imposed in the \(x\)-direction, it is observed that the layer height decreases with increasing strain and the structure eventually flattens out with \(h = 0\) at 18% strain along the \(x\)-axis. Interestingly, under the tension along the \(x\)-direction, the stress increases again when the sample is fully flattened (at 18% strain); the material fails at a high strain of 50%. In contrast, the sample fails at a strain of 27% under the tension in the \(y\)-direction.
Interestingly, the layer height is first increased when small strains are applied in the \( y \)-direction. This can be understood by calculating Poisson’s ratio \( \nu \) as a function of the tensile strain as shown in fig. 1(e). Poisson’s ratio is defined as
\[
\nu = \frac{L_0 - L_T}{L_0 - L_L}
\]
where \( L_0 \) and \( L_0_L \) are the initial lengths of the unit cell in the loading direction and in the direction perpendicular to the loading within the atomic layer, respectively, while \( L_T \) and \( L_L \) are the corresponding ones after tension. Our calculation shows that Poisson’s ratio is also strongly anisotropic. When the tension is applied in the \( y \)-direction, Poisson’s ratio is positive and the monolayer borophene would contract in the \( x \)-axis. Such deformation tends to reduce the angle formed by the atoms at the bottom and the peak of the ridges (fig. 1(b), middle), which increases the atomic layer thickness. Therefore, when small strains are applied along the \( y \)-axis, the height of the borophene ridges is increased first. The negative Poisson ratio is observed when the tension is applied along the \( z \)-direction. Our calculation results agree with the observation in ref. [15].

Similar to the single-layer black phosphorus [28] and penta-graphene [29], such negative Poisson’s ratio originates from the buckled atomic structures.

In addition to the uniaxial stress-strain response, we further explore the stress-strain response of the monolayer borophene under the biaxial tension as shown in fig. 2(a). A unique mechanical response is observed during the bi-axial stretching where a sudden stress drop occurs at a strain of 12% in the two stress-strain response curves. The sudden stress drop in the bi-axial response curves is due to the flattening of the monolayer borophene from the buckled structure to the planar structure (fig. 2(b)), which is similar to the case in which uniaxial stretch in the \( y \)-direction is applied. However, the buckled-to-planar structure transition only occurs gradually in the uniaxial stretch case when the \( x \)-direction is stretched (fig. 1(d)). Compared with the uniaxial tension (fig. 1(c)), we observe that stretching along the \( x \)-direction greatly enhances the subsequent strength in the \( y \)-direction. After the sudden stress drop, the stress increases again and the second
peak appears. We relax the structures for strains within 18% ± 8% by assigning a small perturbation to the lattice constants. Structures with strain larger than 17% will evolve to a disordered state. This indicates that the maximum biaxial strain is 17%; beyond this point, the structure is not stable from the total-energy point of view.

We further studied the mechanics of the bilayer borophene. Figure 3(a) shows the structure and lattice constants of a bilayer borophene. The lattice constants are 4.90 Å and 2.88 Å in the x- and y-directions, respectively. Each layer has a similar but distorted structure compared to that of the monolayer borophene in fig. 1(a). Different from other layered materials [30] where the weak van der Waals forces dominate interlayer coupling, the two monolayers in the bilayer borophene crystal are bonded together with very strong and short chemical bonds (bonding length of 1.7 Å) This unique feature suggests that the bilayer borophene should have a considerable high inter-layer separation strength. By applying mechanical stretch in the inter-layer direction (fig. 3(b)), the peak stress is observed when applying a strain of 38%. The covalent bonding length connecting two monolayers increased from 1.77 Å (unstrained) to 2.44 Å (at 38% strain). When a strain of 50% is applied, the bilayer borophene structure fails at a bonding length of 2.66 Å. The separation strength extracted for a bilayer borophene crystal is as high as 10 GPa, which is considerably greater than that of the graphite where interlayers are bonded by van der Waals force (about 3 GPa) [31].

In summary, we investigated several critical mechanical properties of the monolayer borophene and the bilayer borophene by using first-principles DFT calculations. We find that the failure behavior, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of both the monolayer and bilayer borophene are highly anisotropic. Poisson’s ratio is negative when tension is along the atomic ridge direction. For the bilayer borophene, the calculated strength and the failure strain are much higher than that of the bilayer graphene due to the strong inter-layer chemical bonding.
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